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A SYMPOSIUM ON STEROID HORMONES. Edgar S. Gordon, Editor
Madison, The University of Wisconsin Press, 1950. 396 pp. $6.50.
This book is composed of the papers which were presented at a confer-
ence on steroid hormones at the University of Wisconsin in 1949. Princi-
pal attention was given to the chemistry, metabolism, and physiology of
the sex and adrenal cortical steroids. The thirty-four contributors are
experts in their fields, and the book constitutes a valuable series of sum-
maries. The material on enzyme action in the metabolism of steroids and
on avian endocrinology is particularly helpful; recent inclusive treatments
of these subjects are difficult to find. The bibliographies appended to most
of the chapters add greatly to the utility of the book. The only serious
defect is the omission of an index. Format, printing, and binding are
satisfactory.
T. R. FORBES
PRINCIPLES OF OPHTHALMOLOGY. By Thomson Henderson. New York,
Grune & Stratton, 1950. 230 pp. $4.50.
Although the title of this book would lead one to believe that it was one
of basic general information in ophthalmology, the first few pages soon
change this thought. It turns out to be a summary of some personal ideas
of the author, ideas which he attempts to support through extended
measurements of comparative anatomy of practically the entire known
group of Mammalia. Through these comparative studies he attempts to
disprove some of the theories which have become basic in the study of the
function of the human eye. These studies take him into considerations of
intraocular pressure, mechanism of accommodation, glaucoma, myopia,
and papillaedema. From this it can be seen that this book is not intended
for the beginner or the unacquainted in ophthalmology. To the reviewer's
mind it is something to be read, thought over, and probably to a great
extent discarded.
FRANCIS P. GUIDA
THE FUTURE IN MEDICINE. New York Academy of Medicine, No. xiv
of Lectures to the Laity. New York, Columbia University Press, 1950.
x + 160 pp. $2.50.
Five lectures make up the contents of this book, viz. "Law and Medi-
cine" by Robert B. Patterson, "The Endocrines: Servants or Masters" by
Ephraim Shorr, "Science Under Dictatorship" by Leo Alexander, "Blood
and Man" by William C. Boyd and "The Criminal Within Us" by George
E. Gardner. Mr. Patterson's discourse is quite informal and chatty and
adds little to the known problems between law and medicine. It is unfor-
tunate that this was the first article, setting an initial rather dull and
unscholarly tone to the book. Dr. Shorr's talk on the endocrine glands is a
well-versed presentation of the development of the endocrines and their
regulatory action in the maintenance of the internal environment. By far
the most interesting and informative article to the medical reader (unless
one has followed the original articles) is the dispassionate and well-docu-
mented essay by Dr. Alexander on "Science Under Dictatorship" in which
he points out the conversion of medical scientists in Germany from ethical
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by the introduction of involuntary experimentation on human subjects.
He concludes by pointing out that recent developments in the field of pain
control no longer give euthanasia any moral basis whatsoever. In "Blood
and Man" Boyd has tentatively classified man into six main racial groups
according to blood types, and hence genetic frequencies. He believes that
much more can be done along these lines with other genetically derived
characteristics. The final lecture by Dr. Gardner on "The Criminal Within
Us" exemplifies what Mr. Patterson suggested in the first lecture, namely,
that the psychiatrist should look to his language. It might be stated paren-
thetically, however, that the jargon of psychiatry is exceeded in obscurity
only by the jargon of law. Dr. Gardner has cleverly made several valid
points in relation to the administration of justice which deserve consider-
able attention.
This book cannot be unhesitatingly recommended to the laity or to the
medical profession, but Drs. Alexander and Gardner provide good material
for off-moment reading.
WILLIAM D. BLAKE
CHARLES DARWIN'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Sir Francis Darwin, Ed. New
York, Henry Schuman, Inc., 1950. 266 pp. $3.50.
The naturalist Charles Darwin is universally known; his chief work
Origin of Species is a classic of science. Of the man, however, and his
methods of working, probably unusually little is known even among
biologists. Darwin was a retiring sort, troubled with almost lifelong
chronic illness; his friendships were close, but not extensive, and he had
almost no social life.
This volume, edited by his son Sir Francis, provides an intimate close-up
of Darwin in his home and at work in his library, as well as a circum-
stantial account of the growth of the Origin, a labor consuming over
twenty years. The materials are Sir Charles' short autobiography, written
for his children and not for publication, Sir Francis' own notes on child-
hood memories of his father, and excerpts from many letters written during
the growth of the Origin, chiefly to naturalist-geologists J. D. Hooker
and Charles Lyell.
An introductory chapter by George Gaylord Simpson entitled "The
Meaning of Darwin" purports to put Darwinism in perspective in scien-
tific history and apparently to abstract the succeeding text. It contributes
little to this book.
The chapters bearing Darwin's letters are particularly well edited.
Whereas collections of letters often become boring through overinclusion
of trivia, these have been carefully arranged and excerpted to lead the
reader through the laborious evolution of the Origin. The circumstances
of the joint reading with Wallace of the original paper before the Linna-
ean Society are fully brought out.
In an evening of relaxing reading one gains acquaintance with Darwin's
friends and family, his forms of recreation, and his methods of work.
Further, the reader acquires a deeper appreciation for the careful
researches from which grew the Origin.
W. P. McN.